


graphs to create isometry invariant features of images in Eu-

clidean space. This tackles the first of the aforementioned

challenges, however, the same object seen at different po-

sitions of an omnidirectional image still remains different

from the network point of view. To mitigate this issue, we

propose to incorporate the knowledge about the geometry

of the omnidirectional camera lens into the signal represen-

tation, namely in the structure of the graph (see Fig. 1). In

summery we therefore propose the following contributions:

• a principled way of graph construction based on geom-

etry of omnidirectional images;

• graph-based deep learning architecture for the omnidi-

rectional image classification task.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. We

first discuss the related work in Section 2. Further, in Sec-

tion 3 we briefly introduce the TIGraNet architecture [15],

as it is tightly related to our approach, and then we describe

our graph construction method that can be efficiently used

by TIGraNet. Finally, we show the result of our experiments

in Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6.

2 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, image classification meth-

ods designed specifically for the omnidirectional camera do

not exist. Therefore, in this section we review methods de-

signed for wide-angle cameras for different computer vi-

sion applications. Then we discuss recent classification ap-

proaches based on graphs as we believe that graph signal

processing provides with powerful tools to deal with images

that have an irregular structure.

2.1 Wide-angle view cameras

A broad variety of computer vision tasks benefit from

having wide-angle cameras. For example, images from

fisheye [16], which can reach field of view (FOV) of

more than 180°, or omnidirectional cameras, that provide

360° FOV [17, 18] are widely used in virtual reality and

robotics [17, 19] applications. Despite practical their bene-

fits these images are challenging to process due to the fact

that most of the approaches are developed for planar images

and suffer from distortion effects when applied to images

from wide-angle view cameras [16].

There exist different ways of acquiring an omnidirec-

tional image. First such an image can be built based on a set

of multiple images, taken either by a camera that is rotated

around its center of projection, or by multiple calibrated

cameras. Rotating camera systems, however cannot be ap-

plied to dynamic scenes, while multi-camera systems suffer

from calibration difficulties. Alternatively, one can obtain

an omnidirectional image from dioptric or catadioptric cam-

eras [20]. Most of the existing catadioptric cameras have the

following mirror types: eliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic.

The authors in [21] show that such mirror types allow for

a bijective mapping of the lens surface to a sphere, which

simplifies processing of omnidirectional images. In our pa-

per we work with this spherical representation of catadiop-

tric omnidirectional cameras. The analysis of images from

wide-angle cameras remains however an open problem.

For example, the standard approaches for interest

point matching propose affine-invariant descriptors such as

SIFT [22], GIST [23]. However, designing descriptors that

preserve invariance to geometric distortions for wide-angle

camera’s images is challenging. One of the attempts to

achieve such invariance is proposed by [24], where the au-

thors extend the GIST descriptor to omnidirectional images

by exploiting their circular nature. Instead of using hand-

crafted descriptors, the authors in [25] suggest to learn them

from the data by creating a similarity preserving hashing

function. Further, inspired by the aforementioned method,

the work in [4] proposes to learn descriptors for images

from omnidirectional cameras using a siamese neural net-

work [26]. While this method is not using specific geom-

etry of the lens, it significantly outperforms state-of-the-art

as it encodes transformations that are present in the omni-

directional images. However, the method requires carefully

constructed training dataset to learn all possible variations

of the data.

Contrary to the previous approaches, the methods in [3,

27, 28] design a scale invariant SIFT descriptor for the

wide-angle cameras based on the result of the work in [21]

that introduced a bijection mapping between omnidirec-

tional images and a spherical surface. In particular, the

method in [3] maps images to a unit sphere, and those

in [27] propose two SIFT-based algorithms, which work in

spherical coordinates. The first approach (local spherical)

matches points between two omnidirectional images, while

the second one (local planar) works between spherical and

planar images. Finally, the authors in [28] adapt a Harris in-

terest point detector [29] to spherical nature of images from

omnidirectional cameras. All the aforementioned works are

designed for interest point matching task. In our work we

use the similar idea of mapping omnidirectional images to

the spherical surface [21] for omnidirectional image classi-

fication problem.

Omnidirectional cameras have also been widely uses in

other computer vision and robotics tasks. For example, the

authors in [30] propose a segmentation method for cata-

dioptric cameras. They derive explicit expression for edge

detection and smoothing differential operators and design a

new energy functional to solve segmentation problem. The

work in [31] then develops a stereo-based depth estimation

approach from multiple cameras. Further, the authors in
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[20] extend previous geometry-based calibration approach

to compute depth and disparity maps from images captured

by a pair of omnidirectional cameras. They also suggest an

efficient way of sparse 3D scene representation. The works

in [17, 18] then use omnidirection cameras for robot self-

localisation and reliable estimation of the 3D map of the

environment (SLAM). The authors in [32] propose a mo-

tion estimation method for catadioptric omnidirectional im-

ages by the evaluation of the correlation between them from

arbitrary viewpoints. Finally, the work in [33] utilizes ge-

ometry of the omnidirectional camera to adapt the quanti-

zation tables of ordinary block-based transform codecs for

panoramic images computed by equirectangular projection.

In summary, processing images from omnidirectional

cameras becomes an important topic in the computer vision

community. However, most of the existing solutions rely on

methods developed for planar images. In this paper we are

particularly interested in image classification tasks and pro-

pose a solution based on a combination of powerful deep

learning architecture and camera lens geometry.

2.2 Deep learning on graphs

We briefly review here classification methods based on

deep learning algorithms (DLA) for graph data as DLA

has proven its efficiency in many computer vision tasks and

graphs allow extending these methods to irregularly struc-

tured data, such as omnidirectional images. A more com-

plete review can be found in [34].

First, the authors in [35, 36] propose a new deep learning

architecture that uses filters in spectral domain to work with

irregular data, where they add a smoothing constraint to

avoid overfitting. These methods have high computational

complexity as they require eigendecomposition as a prepro-

cessing step. To reduce this complexity, the authors in [14]

propose using Chebyshev polynomials, which can be effi-

ciently computed in an iterative manner and allow for fast

filter generation. The work in [37] uses similar polynomial

filters of degree 1, which allow training deeper and more

efficient models for semi-supervised learning tasks without

increasing the complexity.

Finally, the recent method in [15] introduces graph-

based global isometry invariant features. Their approach

is developed for regular planar images. We, on the other

hand, propose to design a graph signal representation that

decreases feature sensitivity to different types of geometric

distortion introduced by omnidirectional cameras.

3 Graph convolutional network

In this paper we construct a system to classify images from

omnidirectional camera based on a deep learning architec-

ture. In particular, we extend the network from [15] to pro-

cess images with geometric distortion. In this section we

briefly review the main components of this approach. The

system in [15] takes as input images that are represented

as signals on a grid graph and gives classification labels as

output. Briefly this approach proposes a network of alterna-

tively stacked spectral convolutional and dynamic pooling

layers, which creates features that are equivariant to the iso-

metric transformation. Further, the output of the last layer

is processed by a statistical layer, which makes the equivari-

ant representation of data invariant to isometric transforma-

tions. Finally, the resulting feature vector is fed to a number

of fully-connected layers and a softmax layer, which out-

puts the probability distribution that the signal belongs to

each of the given classes.

We extend this transformation-invariant classification al-

gorithm to omnidirectional images by incorporating the

knowledge about the camera lens geometry in the graph

structure. We assume that the image projection model is

known and propose representing images as signals y on

the irregular grid graph G. More formally, the graph is a

set of nodes, edges and weights. Thus, each graph signal

y : {y(vi)} is defined on nodes vi, i ∈ [1..N ] of G. We de-

note by A an adjacency matrix of G, which shows weighted

connection between vertices, and by D a diagonal degree

matrix with Dii =
∑N

j=1 Aij . This allows us to define

Laplacian matrix1 as follows:

L = D − A. (1)

The Laplacian matrix is an operator, that is widely used in

graph signal processing [38], because it allows to define a

graph Fourier transform to perform analysis of graph sig-

nals. The transformed signal reads:

ŷ(λl) := 〈y, ul〉, (2)

where λl is an eigenvalue of L and ul is the associated

eigenvector. It gives a spectral representation of the signal

y and λl, l ∈ [0..N − 1] provide a similar notion of fre-

quencies as in classical Fourier analysis. Thus, the filtering

of a graph signal y can be defined on graphs in the spectral

domain:

F(y(vi)) =

N−1
∑

l=0

f̂(λl)ŷ(λl)ul(vi), (3)

where F(y(vi)) is the filtered signal value on the node vi

and f̂(λl) is a graph filter. Graph filters can be constructed

as polynomial function, namely f̂(λl) =
∑M

m=0 αmλm
l ,

where M is the degree of the polynomial and αm are the

1We use non-normalized version of Laplacian matrix which is different

from [15] to simplify the derivation. The same result can be obtained with

the normalized version of L.
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parameters. Such filters can advantageously be applied di-

rectly in vertex domain to avoid computationally expensive

eigendecomposition [38]:

F(y) =

[

M
∑

m=0

αmLm

]T

y, (4)

where the filter has the form F =
∑M

m=0 αmLm. The spec-

tral convolutional layer in the deep learning system of [15]

consists of J such filters Fj , j ∈ [1..J ]. Each column i of

Fj represents localization of the filter on the node vi. These

nodes are chosen by preceding pooling layer, which selects

nodes with maximum response. Finally, a statistical layer

collects global multi-scale statistic of input feature maps,

which results in rotation and translation invariant features.

Please refer to [15] for more details about the TIGraNet ar-

chitecture.

In the next section, we show how this architecture can

be extended for omnidirectional images. In particular, we

discuss how to compute the weights A : {wij} between the

nodes according to the lens geometry in order to build a

proper Laplacian matrix for spectral convolutional filters.

4 Graph-based representation

4.1 Image model

An omnidirectional image is typically represented as a

spherical one (see Fig. 2), where each point Xk from 3D

space is projected to the points xk on the spherical surface

S with radius r, which we set to r = 1 without loss of gener-

ality. The point xk is then uniquely defined by its longitude

θk ∈ [−π, π] and latitude φk ∈ [−π
2 ,

π
2 ] and its coordinates

can be written as:

xk :





cos θk cosφk

sin θk cosφk

sinφk



 , k ∈ [1..N ]. (5)

We consider objects on a plane that is tangent to the sphere

S. We denote by Xk,i a 3D space point on the plane Ti

tangent to the sphere at (φi, θi). The point Xk,i is defined

by the coordinates (xk,i, yk,i) on the plane Ti. We, further,

denote by xk,i : (φk, θk) the points on the surface of the

sphere that are obtained by connecting its center and the

point Xk,i on Ti. We can find coordinates of each point Xk,i

on Ti by using the gnomonic projection, which generally

provides a good model for omnidirectional images [39]:

xk,i =
cosφk sin(θk−θi)

cos c ,

yk,i =
cosφi sinφk−sinφi cosφk cos(θk−θi)

cos c ,

(6)

Figure 2. Example of the gnomonic projection. An object from

tangent plane Ti is projected to the sphere at tangency point X0,i,

which is defined by spherical coordinates φi, θi. The point Xk,i is

defined by coordinates (xk,i, yk,i) on the plane.

Figure 3. Example of the equirectangular representation of the im-

age. On the left, the figure depicts the original image on the tan-

gent plane Ti, on the right, projected to the points of the sphere.

To build an equirectangular image the values points on the discrete

regular grid are often approximated from the values of projected

points by interpolation.

where c is the angular distance between the point (xk,i, yk,i)
and the center of projection X0,i and is defined as follows:

cos c = sinφi sinφk + cosφi cosφk cos(θk − θi),

c = tan−1
(√

x2
k,i + y2k,i

)

.
(7)

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of this gnomonic projection.

In order to easily process the signal defined on the spher-

ical surface, it is typically projected to an equirectangular

image (see Fig. 3). The latter represents the signal on the

regular grid with step sizes ∆θ and ∆φ for angles θ and

φ respectively. In this paper we work with these equirect-

angular images and assume that the object, which we are

classifying, is lying on a plane Ti tangent to the sphere S at

the point (φi, θi). Our work could however be adapted to

other projection models, such as [40]. Finally, each point

on the equirectangular image is considered as a vertex vk in

our graph representation. The graph then connects nearest

neighbors of the equirectangular image y(vi) = y(φi, θi)

4.2 Weight design

Our goal is to develop a transformation invariant system,

which can recognize the same object on different planes Ti
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of the pattern Ti, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). We can then ex-

press pi,1 and pi,3 as:

y(pi,1) = E−1(ADy(p1) +BDy(p0) + CBy(p2)),
y(pi,3) = E−1(ADy(p3) +BDy(p0) + CBy(p2)),

(14)

where, using Eq (13),

E = (C +D)(A+B),
A+B = tan∆θ,

C +D = tan∆φ

. (15)

Using Eq. (14) we can then write the expression for the filter

response F(y(p0,i)), as follows:

F(y(p0,i)) = 2(wi,V + wi,H)y(p0)
−wi,V (y(p2) + y(p4))
−wi,H(y(pi,1) + y(pi,3)),

(16)

where wi,H and wi,V are the weights of the ‘horizontal’ and

‘vertical’ edges of the graph at points with the elevation φi.

Objective function. We now want the filter responses a

p0 and p0,i in (Eq. (12) and Eq. (16)) to be close to each

other in order to build translation-invariant features. There-

fore, we need to find weights wH , wV , wi,H and wi,V such

that the following distance is minimized:

|F(y(p0,e))−F(y(p0,i))| . (17)

Additionally, as we want to build a unique graph indepen-

dently of the tangency point of Ti and S, we have additional

constraint of wV = wi,V . The latter is important, as from

Eq. (13) we can see that ‘vertical’ (or elevation) distances

are not affected by translation of the tangent plane.

We assume that the camera has a good resolution, which

leads to ∆θ ≃ 0. Therefore, based on Eq. (17), we can

derive the following:

{

wH ≃
(

cosφi cos∆θ

sin2 φi+cos2 φi cos∆θ

)

wi,H = wi,H cosφi,

cos∆θ ≃ 1.
(18)

Therefore, under our assumptions, we can conclude that

the difference between filter responses, defined by Eq. (17)

is minimized if the following condition is valid:

wi,H = wH (cosφi)
−1

, (19)

where wH is the weight of the edge between points on the

equator of the sphere S.

Now, we can use this result to choose a proper function

g(dij) to define the weights wi,H based on the Euclidean

distances between two neighboring points (xi, xj) on the

sphere S. For the case when φi = φj = φ∗, θi 6= θj the

Euclidean distance can be expressed as follows:

d2ij = r2(1− cos∆θ)(1 + cos 2φ∗) = r2 cos2 φ∗. (20)

For simplicity let us denote dij = dφ∗
, where φ∗ is the

elevation of the points xi, xj . Using these notations, we

can compute the proportion between distances dφe
and dφ∗

,

which are the distances between neighboring points at equa-

tor φe = 0 and elevations φ∗ respectively. It reads:

dφ∗

dφe

=
cosφ∗

cosφe

. (21)

Given Eq. (19), we can rewrite Eq. (21) for elevation φ∗ =
φi as:

cosφi =
dφi

dφe

=
wH

wi,H

. (22)

As we can see, the distance between neighboring points on

different elevation levels φi, is proportional to cosφi. Given

Eq. (17), we can see that making weights inversely propor-

tional to Euclidean distance allows to minimize difference

between filter responses. Therefore, we propose using wi,H

as:

wi,H =
1

dφi

. (23)

This formula can also be used to compute the weights for

vertical edges, as the distance d between any pair neighbor-

ing points (xi, xj), for which θi = θj and φi 6= φj is con-

stant. This nicely fits with our assumption that the weights

of ‘vertical’ edges should not depend on the tangency point

of plane Ti and sphere S.

Thus, summing it up we choose the weights wij of a

graph based on the Euclidean distance between pixels on

spherical surface dij as follows:

wij =
1

dij
. (24)

The graph representation finally forms the set of signals y

that are fed into the network architecture defined in Sec-

tion 3.

5 Experiments

In this section we present our experiments. We first describe

the datasets that we use for evaluation of our algorithm. We

then compare our method to state-of-the-art algorithms.

We have used the following two datasets for the evalua-

tion of our approach.

MNIST-012 is based on a fraction of the popular MNIST

dataset [42] that consists of 1100 images of size 28 × 28,

subdivided in three different digit classes: ‘0’, ‘1’ and ‘2’.

We then randomly split these images into training, vali-

dation and test sets of 600, 200 and 300 images respec-

tively. In order to make this data suitable for our task we

project them to the sphere at a point (φi, θi), as depicted by

Fig. 2. To evaluate accuracy with the change of (φi, θi), for
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